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About the Book: Introducing Longevity Industry 1.0
In “Longevity Industry 1.0: Deﬁning the Biggest and Most Complex Industry in Human History”, seasoned Longevity Industry professionals Dmitry
Kaminskiy and Margaretta Colangelo distill the complex assembly of deep market intelligence and industry knowledge that they have developed over
the past 5 years into a full-scope understanding of the global Longevity Industry, showing the public exactly how they managed to deﬁne the
overwhelmingly complex and multidimensional Longevity Industry for the ﬁrst time, and how they created tangible frameworks for its systematization
and forecasting.
The book features ﬁrst of its kind coverage of entirely new segments and sectors of the rising Longevity Industry, including Longevity Politics and
Governance, the Longevity Financial Industry (including coverage of AgeTech, WealthTech, FinTech, and the coming rise of new ﬁnancial instruments
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Longevity Industry - A Multitrillion Opportunity
While many analysts and investors consider the Longevity Industry to be of a
much more limited scope, consisting of core anti-aging therapies at the
forefront of advanced biomedicine, Deep Knowledge Group has been working
for the past 5+ years to landscape and understand the global multifaceted
Longevity Industry through the work of its analytical subsidiary Aging Analytics
Agency, which has gained a deep comprehension through tens of thousands
of pages worth of public and proprietary Longevity Industry analytical reports.
The perception of the Longevity Industry, in both its scope and its main trends,
in the USA in general and the Silicon Valley in particular, most often is
conﬂated with biomedical moonshots — very advanced biomedicine not yet on
the stage of human clinical trials — and this is an angle that severely
underestimates technologies which we consider to be within the scope of the
Longevity Industry, which are actionable and closer to market readiness.
Our work in this area has led us to deﬁne the industry much more broadly, and
to include sectors that lie completely outside of biomedicine — sectors like
AgeTech, WealthTech, FinTech and the emerging Longevity Financial Industry,
which are also much closer to market readiness and to market capitalization
than the anti-aging biomedicine sector.

World Longevity Economy Size Projections, current US$*
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*projections are made taking into account the assumption that
the share of the Longevity Economy is 20% of the world GDP

As a result of this unprecedented complexity and multidimensionality, the typical approaches used for analytics, investment target identiﬁcation and
due diligence that worked for the BioTech industry are destined to fail when applied to the Longevity Industry.
This has created an unmet need for analytical methodologies and de-risking techniques of equal complexity and multidimensionality as the industry
itself. And this has been a large part of Deep Knowledge Group's mission to create a robust and sophisticated market intelligence and analytics
basement that can survive under the enormous weight of the Longevity Industry complexity.

The 7th Continent - 1 Billion People in Retirement
Older people are the fastest growing demographic
group (with around 2.5% annual population growth
vs. 0.7% for the overall population). With growing
numbers, older adults represent a dynamic emerging
market and human capital resource. The multitrillion
market of 1 billion people currently on retirement can
be thought of as the world’s 7th continent. The
Longevity Industry includes the products and services
satisfying the needs of the cohort aged 50+. The
substantial increase in the population of this group is
the main driver of the industry.
The global longevity economy reached $17 trillion in
2019 and is showing stable growth to achieve $27
trillion in 2026. According to the most conservative
estimates, it takes 20% of the global GDP. While the
global Longevity Economy is projected to reach $27
trillion in 2026, the Age-Tech segment alone will
reach $2.7 trillion by 2025. This would imply a 21%
annual growth in the global Age-Tech market. This
growth is driven by the general development of the
elderly care sector enhanced by advancing IT,
FinTech and other digital technologies and solutions.
This creates both opportunities and threats for the economy as a whole and for the ﬁnancial industry in particular. As for the last one, we believe aging
to have rather a positive impact on the ﬁnancial services industry as there will be a greater need for ﬁnancial products over the longer term, but of
newer types and kinds — newer asset classes, newer investment strategies, and longer-dated bonds/securities will have to be developed. This will
require participation and collaboration across both the public and private sectors to have a positive effect for all long-livers.
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Quotes and Advance Reviews
“Longevity is the most complex, important and impactful ﬁeld, and the
biggest business opportunity of this century! The problem is that there is
so much information about longevity that even beginning a quest for
answers can be overwhelming. Thankfully, Margaretta Colangelo and
Dmitry Kaminskiy, the ideal people to distill this information to its essence,
have done so in their new book Longevity Industry 1.0: Deﬁning the
Biggest and Most Complex Industry in Human History. Colangelo and
Kaminskiy are experts and thought leaders in this massive ﬁeld. They have
conducted extensive research and formed partnerships with commercial,
academic and non-proﬁt organizations. They understand that now is the
time to open the gates and help everyone understand the importance and
the possibilities that await us all to have longer, healthier, and
higher-quality lives.”
Andrew Bogle, Managing Director, Reva Capital Markets, USA
“The new book Longevity Industry 1.0: Deﬁning the Biggest and Most
Complex Industry in Human History, by Dmitry Kaminskiy and Margaretta
Colangelo, is a highly topical, comprehensive and insightful explanation of
the potential opportunities and threats of longevity research and how the
convergence of AI, advanced data science and longevity research will
accelerate important medical breakthroughs that will beneﬁt us all. By
sharing their in-depth understanding of this burgeoning industry, including
the different roles of the multiple stakeholders, the authors have enabled
all of us to gain a better understanding and consider how we might
contribute to this exciting ﬁeld of research.”
Karen Taylor, Research Director, Deloitte Centre for Health Solutions, UK

“I am delighted to see this latest of Dmitry Kaminskiy’s many important
contributions to the emerging, and exploding, longevity industry. He and
his co-author Margaretta Colangelo have composed a volume that will
serve as a great source for investors contemplating entering this space
but intimidated by the required learning curve. I am sure it will also be
hugely valuable to all those interested in monitoring and contributing to
this foremost crusade in the history of mankind — the escape from our
historical certainty that we will get sick when we get old.”
Aubrey de Grey, biomedical gerontologist, Chief Science Oﬃcer of the
SENS Research Foundation, USA
“We can all be grateful to Dmitry Kaminskiy and Margaretta Colangelo for
producing this book. The depth of research involved is clear and the
content will be of interest to many people whether they are medical
researchers, policy-makers, healthcare providers, insurers, investors, etc.
The authors have captured the enormity of this emerging industry and its
likely positive impact on human (and animal) health and happiness. It’s
very striking to read 'The Longevity Industry will be the biggest and most
complex industry of all time'. Then on reﬂection, I had to agree! It makes
sense that it will be larger than the current pharmaceutical market.”
Dr. David Brown, PhD, Co-Founder, Healx, Sponsor of the Global Sepsis
Challenge, Former Global Head of Drug Discovery at Roche,
Co-Inventor of Viagra, UK
“Longevity Industry 1.0: Deﬁning the Biggest and Most Complex Industry
in Human History, by Dmitry Kaminskiy and Margaretta Colangelo,
promises to be immensely useful — I greatly look forward to using it!”
Christine Peterson, Co-founder and Senior Fellow,
Foresight Institute, USA

Quotes and Advance Reviews
“Longevity Industry 1.0 is a stupendous resource for understanding one of
the most signiﬁcant and underappreciated developments of the modern
era. The title — Deﬁning the Biggest and Most Complex Industry in
Human History — is not exaggerating. Longevity, like the weather, has
been an age-old subject for speculation. However, Longevity is no longer a
topic for idle chatter. Now, longevity is happening in various ways and in
many spheres. Multi-disciplinary science, machine learning, big data,
social networking, Googlization of knowledge, Amazonizing of commerce,
and an awakening political resolve are converging to put humankind on
the precipice of achieving what has only been a pipe dream!”
G. Alexander Fleming, MD, Endocrinologist, Founder of the Metabesity
Conference and Executive Chairman of Kinexum, USA
“In their new book Longevity Industry 1.0: Deﬁning the Biggest and Most
Complex Industry in Human History, Dmitry Kaminskiy and Margaretta
Colangelo provide an extensive look into the many areas that make up the
Global Longevity Industry. If you’re interested in the current state of
Longevity Science, Longevity Politics and Longevity Financial Instruments
including AgeTech, WealthTech and FinTech, then this is the book for you.”
Zoltan Istvan, United States former Presidential Candidate, journalist,
entrepreneur and futurist, USA
“15 years ago the longevity industry was non-existent, and today we see
entire books dedicated to it. Insilico Medicine powers most of the credible
groups and startups in this emerging industry and I am very happy to see
many of these partners abundantly covered in Longevity Industry 1.0:
Deﬁning the Biggest and Most Complex Industry in Human History, an
important book by Dmitry Kaminskiy and Margaretta Colangelo, authors
deeply entrenched in the business of longevity.”
Alex Zhavoronkov, PhD, CEO, Insilico Medicine, Hong Kong

“The longevity industry is one of the most exciting and complex, ﬁlled with
potential for innovation that can change the course of human health and
thus of humanity. To take the right steps in the right direction, it’s
important that we understand market forces, the challenges and the
opportunities. There’s no better book to ground us in the fundamentals
and to set the foundation for the future than Longevity Industry 1.0:
Deﬁning the Biggest and Most Complex Industry in Human History. Well
done, Margaretta and Dmitry, for stepping up and providing the industry
with what it needs: a framework from which we can build.”
Naheed Kurji, President & CEO at Cyclica and Executive Oﬃcer, Alliance
for Artiﬁcial Intelligence in Healthcare, Canada
“I’m very much looking forward to reading the new book Longevity
Industry 1.0: Deﬁning the Biggest and Most Complex Industry in Human
History, by Dmitry Kaminskiy and Margaretta Colangelo, especially the
chapters where the authors describe the convergence of AI, advanced
data science, biology of aging and longevity research which will accelerate
important medical discoveries that will beneﬁt all of humanity.”
Gopal Karemore, PhD, Principal Data Scientist, Novo Nordisk, Denmark
“As we enter the Age of Longevity, it is clear that aging is becoming one of
the biggest economic opportunities of the century. The ﬁeld of longevity is
growing exponentially, together with the most advanced technologies in
early diagnostics and treatments for slowing down aging, extending
healthy lifespans, and ﬁghting killer monsters like cancer and heart
disease. Longevity Industry 1.0: Deﬁning the Biggest and Most Complex
Industry in Human History, by Dmitry Kaminskiy and Margaretta
Colangelo, analyzes the current trends, companies and initiatives united by
one mission: helping people live longer and healthier lives.”
Sergey Young, Founder & CEO, Longevity Vision Fund, USA

Preface by Margaretta Colangelo
Every cause of death is, in principle, preventable. I became aware of this in the 1990s and since then I have been following aging research very
closely. There are two main aspects of aging research that appeal to me. The ﬁrst is that scientists who work in this area regard aging as a
disease and therefore, a problem to be solved. When I realized that biological aging is malleable and that some of the world’s most respected
scientists are researching ways to intervene in the aging process, I read extensively about the science of Longevity.
The second is the amount of suffering that could be alleviated by curing age-related diseases. Aging is the biggest risk factor for developing
many diseases including Alzheimer's, osteoporosis, cardiovascular disease and cancer. Few breakthroughs would make as profound an impact
on humanity as curing aging. If we could cure age-related diseases and eliminate the suffering that they cause, it would beneﬁt our
grandparents, our parents, our children and all future generations.
Longevity science is far more advanced than other areas of science. In fact, it’s considered next generation. Longevity research focuses on
prevention rather than treatment. It is the most complex area in science because Longevity requires the complete optimization of health at the
deepest level targeting biological systems that control disease. Longevity researchers are using the most advanced technologies including AI to
exploit the full value of research data to discover new interventions and diagnostic tools to slow aging, extend healthspan, and perhaps even
reverse aging.
Scientists have demonstrated that it is possible to extend lifespan. Now that they know some of the pathways that are the primary drivers of
aging, they are developing novel strategies to treat the diseases of aging. A number of companies are working on developing drugs that target
aging and some of these drugs are currently in clinical trials. This is why there is so much excitement and interest. Although no Longevity drugs
have received regulatory approval yet, a number of Longevity therapies have passed phase I and phase II clinical trials, and a few are in phase III
clinical trials.
I have been working in the software industry in Silicon Valley for over 30 years. In the 1990s I was a core member of the team that developed
the ﬁrst Java-based secure messaging software used by the world’s top multinational investment banks at the core of large-scale stock trading
applications. After three decades working in the software industry, I developed a deep and multifaceted understanding of business, science,
and technology. Although I became adept at forecasting innovation in technology, it was clear to me that making realistic assessments about
aging research was much more diﬃcult. From a technical perspective, extending the number of years that humans live in good health is
possible; however, it requires deep knowledge, assessment, and strategic foresight.

Preface by Margaretta Colangelo

The Collision of Two Opposed MegaTrends

A turning point for me occurred when I met Dmitry Kaminskiy, my co-author. Through
Dmitry I became aware that the Global Longevity Industry extends way beyond aging
research and medicine and into all areas including government and the ﬁnancial industry.
When confronted with the extreme complexity in the Longevity Industry, Dmitry's response
was to establish a dedicated analytical entity, Aging Analytics Agency, to educate himself
and to provide actionable expertise to our company Deep Knowledge Group. Dmitry is the
most capable and knowledgeable person I have ever worked with. Although he believes
that Longevity is the greatest business opportunity of all time, he is driven more by ethical
motives than by mere proﬁt. Dmitry and I have developed a synergetic union of mission
and vision.
Today, change occurs at the intersection of two or more scientiﬁc and technological
domains. We are at the beginning of a trend where the degree of complexity and the
number of convergence points will increase exponentially. The convergence of AI,
advanced data science, and Longevity research will accelerate important medical
breakthroughs that will beneﬁt all humans. I know that advanced technologies can save
lives. I know this because advanced technologies saved my life. I’m actually an early
adopter of life extension technology.
In the next decade, the Longevity Industry will impact many areas of our lives. Longevity policies enacted by governments and changes in the
ﬁnancial industry will transform society. Longevity companies that prove capable of achieving tangible results will become the next Googles, and
investment ﬁrms that invest in those companies will become the SoftBanks and Vision Funds of tomorrow.
Achieving small but practical results in Longevity distributed at scale will have enormous and multiplicative effects on society. Extending the
functional lifespan of humans by just one year will decrease suffering for tens of millions of people and will improve the quality of life for billions of
people.
This type of ROI is much more valuable than money.
This is the real type of return that Deep Knowledge Group seeks.

Preface by Dmitry Kaminskiy
Approximately seven years ago I became acquainted with a number of scientists working in the ﬁeld of
aging research. The more I learned from them, the prospect of successfully intervening in aging in the
next few years seemed less a mystery like time travel and more a challenge like space exploration. At the
beginning of the 20th century, the sciences necessary for space travel — rocketry, Newtonian physics,
mathematics and basic astronomy — were already centuries old. It was the additional powers of foresight
and precision, brought about by digitization, alongside government initiatives and funding, which opened
the door to another world. So it was with space travel last century, and so it is with Longevity this century.
This realisation brought with it my personal eureka moment: I understood that the extension of Healthy
Longevity is scientiﬁcally feasible, and that it just requires an engineering mindset to structure, formulate
and format its practical realization — that all necessary components are in place, and that these compo
nents just need to be assembled, integrated and synthesized in an optimal way.

Aging Analytics Agency was established in
2013 as a Longevity-focused analytical
subsidiary of Deep Knowledge Group, and
began producing analytics before the
Longevity Industry itself emerged. The
company is exclusively focused on
Longevity, Geroscience, AgeTech and
Preventive Medicine, has been developing
its methodology since 2015, and is the main
source of market intelligence in the ﬁeld.

Having understood this, I also realized that the tangible and practical implementation of Longevity
technologies could create value and generate wealth far beyond any proﬁt and wealth itself,
outperforming the opportunities and impact existing in any other sector and industry, and at the same
time delivering the most valuable thing that you could provide for humanity, for your family and for
yourself.
In 2013, I founded Aging Analytics Agency in order to keep track of relevant technological, social and
political developments as they unfolded, which I now can proudly claim has since evolved into the
undoubtable leader in the Longevity Industry analytics sphere, producing a great quantity of open access
and proprietary analytical reports, and being capable to monitor, analyze, forecast and ultimately
understand, on the deepest level, the entire scope of the current state of Longevity science, technology,
business and policy, and to predict the future trajectory of the industry, taking into account its
unprecedentedly diverse scope and extreme levels of complexity, multidimensionality and
intersectionality. The Longevity sphere attracts some of the brightest, most innovative and most
committed talents in the world, being on the very forefront of human progress. As a result of this, it was
natural and logical that during my journey along this pathway I met Margaretta Colangelo, who has since
become my closest friend, business partner and conﬁdant.

Deep Knowledge Analytics focuses on
DeepTech and frontier technology industries
using
sophisticated
multidimensional
analytical frameworks and algorithmic
methods that combine hundreds of
specially designed metrics to deliver
sophisticated market intelligence, pragmatic
forecasting
and
tangible
industry
benchmarking.

Reach

Win

In 2015, Dmitry Kaminskiy created his $1 million prize
for the ﬁrst person to beat the current lifespan record
and reach their 123rd birthday in an effort to motivate
the acceleration of the Longevity Industry progress
and to incentivize individuals to apply the practical
applications of Longevity and P4 (precision,
preventive, personalized and participatory) Medicine
to their own lives and healthspans.

Jeanne Calment at age 20
in 1895, who celebrated her
122nd birthday in 1997

$1 Million Prize by Dmitry Kaminskiy
for Human Life Record

Deep Knowledge Group’s activities in the Longevity ﬁeld became a magnet for the talented and forward-thinking experts and specialists, and we found
ourselves blessed with a stellar team of like-minded people with us, including Eric Kihlstrom, Stefan Hascoet, Kate Batz, Richard Siow, Franco Cortese,
Sergey Balasanyan and Robin Farmanfarmaian, each of whom is a bright star in our constellation, and each of whom contributed a wealth of valuable
content and speciﬁc chapters to this book.
This brings us to a quick note I must make on the structure of this book. The science behind the industry is highly advanced and involves a great many
technical concepts, many of which are already quite well documented in other relevant books. Our concern here is presenting a broad, industry-level
conceptual framework in order to provide a general overview of the industry with the degree of understanding of speciﬁc domains necessary to discern
threats versus opportunities, ﬁction versus facts, hype versus reality, and realistically predict future scenarios. As such, in this ﬁrst edition we have
restricted the science to ﬁfty pages. But as true participation in Longevity sphere will inevitably require some mastery of advanced scientiﬁc concepts,
interested readers of the ﬁrst edition can request a free of charge second edition after January 2021, which will contain hundreds of additional pages
on science and technology. We are conﬁdent that most readers would be interested to read about the science, technology and advanced biomedicine
no less than they would about the investment, ﬁnancial and governance sides of the Longevity Industry.
The science and technology of Longevity is much more multifaceted than in the current biotechnology industry in general, requiring much more
sophisticated analytics. This is due to the highly complex and cross-sector nature of the technologies, which range from advanced biomedicine, Data
Science and Artiﬁcial Intelligence to ﬁnance, investment, governance, policy, socioeconomic domains and others, and this intercomplexity requires
much more sophisticated multi-tier analytical frameworks, the integrated synthesis and assembly of many frontier domains of knowledge, and novel
de-risking techniques because of the wide scope for risk and failure, much higher compared with the current BioTech industry.
We at Deep Knowledge Group value knowledge as the most precious of all assets, and knowledge in the Longevity space as double precious deep
knowledge. Deep Knowledge Group has an analytical GigaFactory, comprised of two major analytical arms (Aging Analytics Agency and Deep
Knowledge Analytics), and seven analytical divisions within them, each focused on speciﬁc domains (AI-Pharma, e-GovTech, NeuroTech,
Longevity-GovTech and Longevity-FinTech, Systemic Risk Forecaster, and InvestTech Laboratory).
We also are in possession of a speciﬁc strategy, involving ﬁrst acquiring an extreme breadth of knowledge in particular domains, producing tens of
thousands of pages of open-access and proprietary analytics on speciﬁc sectors, created with the primary purpose of gaining a broad understanding
of the entire scope of such industries, in order to lay the groundwork for identifying all relevant players in the ﬁeld, their activities and progress. We then
utilize this extreme breadth of knowledge to cultivate an equally extreme depth of knowledge, suﬃcient to hone our strategic business agenda in each
speciﬁc sector. Acquiring suﬃcient knowledge of the Longevity Industry was the greatest challenge, but we can feel safe to say that we have now
accomplished the ﬁrst level of it. And as such, we will work proactively in the following domains within the scope of Longevity Industry: Biomarkers of
Longevity, Geroscience R&D, P4 Medicine, Regenerative Medicine, Advanced Cosmetics, Longevity FinTech, Longevity NeuroTech, Longevity FemTech,
AgeTech and ﬁrst of all Al for Preventive Medicine, Precision Health and Longevity.

Two looming global changes, one demographic, one technological, are about to shake up the
global ﬁnancial system. One is the "Silver Tsunami", the economic devastation resulting from
the global aging demographic. The other is the advancing Longevity Industry, the complex
interplay of intersecting technologies which together will give healthy productive life back to
this population.
The nations who succeed to thrive rather than decline in the face of the tsunami will have
reformed themselves beyond recognition, having been forced to adapt and refashion around
novel business models, new types of ﬁnancial institutions and entire national ﬁnancial
systems, supported by progressive initiatives of technocratic governments.
Government will be responsible for driving forward the development of many facets of the
Longevity Industry, ranging from social care to ﬁnancial reforms, and also for developing and
supporting the missing technological synergies, such as the integration of Big Data and
healthcare with the focus on Al for preventive medicine, the current lack of which further slows
down industry growth. As such, Aging Analytics Agency is systematically producing Longevity
Policy Proposals for a number of international and government entities, including the World
Health Organization and the United Nations.
The Longevity Industry will be the biggest and most complex industry of all time, generating
enormous wealth, and representing the most ethical way to conduct business, and its end
product will be the most valuable and real asset ever conceived — Healthy Longevity. But it also
inevitably carries an unprecedented number of risks. As such, Margaretta, myself and our team
feel that it is our duty to demystify this sphere and to inform all future participants in this
industry of potential beneﬁts and pitfalls in equal measure.
Indeed, we would like to see a greater number of participants in the industry, an industry so big
and diverse, calling upon so many forms of talent from so many sectors, from so many world
regions, that there is enough space for unlimited cooperation, and zero competition, unlike any
other industry before.
We want to welcome as many people as possible into this industry, which is why we decided to
publish this book, bringing the actual deep knowledge of the Longevity Industry to the public.

Deep Knowledge Ventures is a data-driven investment
fund focused on the synergetic convergence of
DeepTech, frontier technologies and technological
megatrends, renowned for its use of sophisticated
analytical systems for investment target identiﬁcation
and due-diligence. Major investment sectors include
AI, Precision Medicine, Longevity, Blockchain and
InvestTech. While its major short-term interests are AI
and DeepTech, its long term vision is focused on
Longevity and Precision Health.

LONGEVITY.CAPITAL
Longevity.Capital is a specialized hybrid investment
fund speciﬁcally focused on the Longevity Industry; it
has unparalleled investment and exit strategies,
structuring its portfolio based on sophisticated
industry intelligence and advanced analytics provided
by the specialized analytical ﬁrm Aging Analytics
Agency.

The Silver Tsunami and the Industrialization of Longevity
“The future Longevity Industry not only has the logical potential to become
the wealthiest in all history, but also represents the most ethical way of
doing business.”
Dmitry Kaminskiy, Longevity Industry Landscape Overview Volume II:
The Business of Longevity (Aging Analytics Agency, 2018)
Longevity Industry 1.0 explores the current state and prospects of the
highly complex, multidimensional, nascent but rapidly expanding industry
poised at the intersection of two opposed MegaTrends: aging population
(Silver Tsunami) and advanced biomedicine (Longevity). It explains how
and why the Longevity Industry will be the biggest and most complex
industry of all time, as well as the most ethical, with most potential to
beneﬁt humanity.
During the period of 2016-2017, Aging Analytics Agency was in the
process of proﬁling the entire scope of the global Longevity Industry,
which it proﬁled in an in-depth series of reports: “Longevity Industry
Landscape Overview Volume I: The Science of Longevity” and “Volume II:
The Business of Longevity”.
Landscaping the entire international Longevity sphere proved to be a signiﬁcant but worthwhile challenge, and it laid the foundation for all of the more
targeted analytical reports produced by Aging Analytics Agency in the several years since then. These ﬁrst two volumes introduced the Longevity
Industry Framework, which serves as the basis for sector classiﬁcation and categorization, and provided the initial volume of data necessary to gain a
deeper understanding of the industry’s current state, near-future trajectory of development, and main players, trends and bottlenecks. It is now our
mission to share this multi-level understanding of the full scope of the industry with the public through this book.

Formulating the Longevity Industry Framework
“A mere three years ago the current rise of the Longevity
Industry would have been unthinkable. Now, a few years
later, it has become unthinkable that biomedicine should
not have healthy Longevity among its objectives. The time
has come to establish a framework for the rising
Longevity Industry.” Dmitry Kaminskiy, in Longevity
Industry Landscape Overview Volume II: The Business of
Longevity (Aging Analytics Agency, 2018)

Key points:
● The Longevity Industry has seen rapid evolution since 2014
● Unprecedented diverse scope of sectors and domains
● Ongoing trend of growth and diversiﬁcation
● Extreme levels of complexity, multidimensionality and
intersectionality
● Requires novel sophisticated techniques for analysis and
due diligence and modern de-risking methods
● Unprecedented opportunities for ethical proﬁt generation
● The Longevity Industry will be the biggest and most
complex of all time
Aging Analytics Agency was the ﬁrst entity to formulate a comprehensive and inclusive Longevity Industry Framework that encompassed the full range
of its sectors, domains and technologies, some of which have only recently been recognized by the wider scientiﬁc, business, ﬁnance and investment
communities as legitimate aspects of the industry. Utilizing this framework, Aging Analytics Agency was also the ﬁrst entity to predict in 2014 the
substantial rise in Longevity Industry investments that occurred during 2017-2018, three years in advance.

The Biggest and Most Complex Industry in Human History
"We should work to assemble the framework of
scenarios regarding the evolution of ﬁnancial system in
the next 10 years, and create the pathways that will be
able to neutralize collapses and accelerate the dynamic
of progress of the Longevity Industry, with a focus on
extension of healthy period of life for the betterment of
all of humanity.” Dmitry Kaminskiy, Longevity Industry
Landscape Overview Volume II: The Business of
Longevity (Aging Analytics Agency, 2018).
While the extreme complexity of the Longevity
Industry creates unique challenges for forecasting,
benchmarking and investment analytics, there are
proven approaches validated in other frontier
technology industries that can be applied, and
combined with other novel analytical approaches to
create a framework for understanding the industry, its
current trends and its future trajectory. Aging Analytics
Agency was the ﬁrst entity to apply Technology
Readiness Levels (TRLs) to Longevity Industry
benchmarking and forecasting. Developed originally
for the aerospace industries, TRLs are used to assess
how
close
technologies
are
to
practical
implementation, and can be used for quantitative
market-readiness forecasting.

Longevity
Landscape
If Longevity only consisted of
biomedicine, and there were not
so many intersections with other
industries, then analysis and
forecasting
might
be
a
comparatively simple task, similar
to current analysis of the existing
BioTech industry. But in reality,
Longevity inevitably involves a
synergy
between
advanced
biomedicine, AI, digital health,
ﬁnance, pension and national
healthcare
systems,
and
governmental initiatives, which
together create a very diverse and
dynamic
ecosystem
whose
already-rapid pace of progress
and diversiﬁcation only continues
to accelerate, creating challenges
to analysis and forecasting.
The Longevity Industry is an
uncharted territory, but the
analytical work in this area is now
advanced enough so that we can
at least catch a ﬁrst glimpse of
the landscape.

Extreme Complexity Necessitates Novel Analytical Methods
Sophisticated Benchmarking, Forecasting and Market Intelligence of Aging Analytics Agency
Key points:
● Aging Analytics Agency has spent the past ﬁve years developing
sophisticated multidimensional analytical frameworks of equal
complexity to the Longevity Industry itself, in order to build the
necessary tools for relevant industry forecasting, benchmarking
and analytics.
● Today, these frameworks encompass the full scope of the global
Longevity Industry, from science to business, including the
Longevity ﬁnancial industry, the Longevity policy and
governance sphere, and more.
The production of Aging Analytics Agency's 3-D Longevity
Industry Analytical Framework was necessary because of the
complexities of the sector, and required to obtain a tangible and
pragmatic understanding of the industry in order to structure
investment strategies in a relevant way. Aging Analytics Agency
has been working over the course of the past ﬁve years on
designing and validating increasingly sophisticated and
multidimensional approaches to industry analytics, to serve as
the leading tools and solutions for strategic decision making, with
the aim of developing such frameworks to the levels necessitated
by the rapidly complexifying nature of the global healthcare
system.

Longevity Investing 2.0: Why Traditional BioTech Analytics Fail Against
the Longevity Industry's Extreme Complexity
Key points:
● Analytical methodologies that proved successful in the BioTech industry will fail in the face of the Longevity Industry’s overwhelming complexity.
● New analytical frameworks of equal complexity to the Longevity Industry are needed to structure relevant Longevity Industry investment strategies.
Traditional BioTech analytics have often failed to deliver on their promises, especially in the context of the industry as a whole. Due to the
disjointedness of companies, analytical approaches and statistics used by VCs, the rate of failure and missed targets has been disproportionately high
for an industry powered by increasing amounts of data. Adding to the magnitude of this challenge is the complexity of the Longevity Industry itself,
which is higher still compared with traditional BioTech. While the latter has been unidimensionally concerned with disease outcomes, the former brings
into play a multitude of factors, multiplying complexity. Chief amongst them is time. Not only do technologies employed in the Longevity Industry, such
as AI, rely on time as a key dimension in their analysis and data generation, but the effects of successful drugs and interventions are measured in time
added to patient lives. It has been the mission of Aging Analytics Agency over the past ﬁve years to structure and create relevant analytical frameworks
of equal complexity, multidimensionality and intersectionality as the Longevity Industry.

METRICS L

AYERS

Major R&D Domains Where Enhanced Synergy Can Accelerate the Rate
of Longevity Industry Development and Practical Implementation
● Artiﬁcial Intelligence and Data Science for continuous real time
biomarker monitoring and microadjustment;
● P4 (preventive, personalized, precision, participatory) Medicine;
● Nutraceuticals, geroprotectors;
● Regenerative medicine;
● Personalized QALY (Quality-Adjusted Life Years) estimation;
● Personalized HALE (Health-Adjusted Life Expectancy) estimation;
● Personalized in vivo and in silico drug testing;
● Personalized diagnostics and prognostics;
● Personalized biomarker analysis;
● AgeTech; NextGen mobile apps for the elderly;
● Continuing education for the elderly, education gamiﬁcation;
● FinTech for the elderly; integration of AgeTech with WealthTech;
● Cognitive enhancement technologies, NeuroTech, SleepTech;
● Novel retirement plans to enable ﬁnancial wellness over extended
periods of healthy, functional and productive lifespan;
● New Longevity derivatives and ﬁnancial instruments tied to
Longevity companies and technologies;
● Novel Longevity Financial Institutions including stock exchange,
hedge funds and index funds.

Therapeutics

improve strength, muscle mass, ﬂexibility and other functions, and seem to
be capable of improving quality of life and physical and psychological
well-being. However, there is not yet suﬃcient evidence to suggest that
1. Practical implementation of life extension is a long way off. Many exercise can prolong lifespan. A more detailed summary on our speciﬁc
people believe that the technology needed to extend human life will be thoughts and insights on myths vs. reality on Fitness and Longevity can be
developed in the distant future and that the clinical trials needed to validate read at www.longevity-book.com/practical-longevity .
such science are decades away. Some of these technologies are already 6. Vitamin supplements promote Longevity. Research has not determined
here and others are only several years away. The pace of practical that vitamin supplements promote Longevity. Some ingredients in
implementations in Longevity therapeutics will increase until we achieve the multivitamins may even be dangerous in some cases and some
Longevity Escape Velocity, where advancements in Longevity will be bio-supplements may cause side effects. Myths around the health effects of
suﬃcient to maintain health and the rate of addressing damage will be vitamins are mostly driven by the food supplement industry, and many effects
higher than the rate of accumulating it.
of vitamins and supplements require larger scale and more personalized

Facts vs. Fiction: Top 10 Myths

2. Extending life means prolonging illness and suffering. On the contrary,
life can only be radically extended as a consequence of illness being
radically postponed. Extending people’s healthy later years is the most
promising aspect of technologically increased Longevity.
3. Extending life will increase overpopulation and pollution. It is anticipated
that slowing down aging will result in lowering the birth rate. Furthermore,
it’s estimated that the planet’s capacity for humans is around 25 billion.
Technologies such as drones, robots, nanotechnologies and biochemistry
for cleaning the oceans and the soil (such as genetically engineering
bacteria to decompose waste much quicker) point to the fact that we
should be able to add 15 billion extra humans to the planet without the
danger of overpopulation.

scientiﬁc validation to determine their effectiveness in practice.
7. Organic food and diets promote Longevity. Although there is no conclusive
scientiﬁc evidence that organic food and certain diets promote Longevity,
scientists are researching the effects of methods such as intermittent
fasting, veganism, and gluten-free diets on Longevity. While some diets can
improve an individual’s health, science has not determined that any one diet
increases Healthy Longevity. More of our thoughts on this matter can be read
at www.longevity-book.com/practical-longevity.

8. Doctors know how to prolong Longevity. Only recently has medicine
started to aggregate actual data which could lead to tangible
recommendations for Healthy Longevity. Some doctors have been trained to
ease the suffering of elderly patients, but only recently have more advanced
4. Longevity beneﬁts will only be available to the wealthy. Initially, the and progressive doctors started to recommend techniques and products
wealthiest people may have more access to these technologies; however, backed by data science that are practically validated and relevant to the
over time, the price of these technologies is expected to decrease realities of Healthy Longevity. This speciﬁc ﬁeld is still in its inception, and
exponentially, and in 10 - 15 years they will be affordable to the majority of much more work remains to be done to make it practically applicable to most
individuals.
people.
5. Sports and ﬁtness can extend life. Some exercises have been shown to

9. Life extension alone is adequate. If science and medicine aim to merely
extend lifespan without extension of healthspan (Healthy Longevity), it will
result in billions of people suffering from disease. Of course, extension of
lifespan without corresponding extension for healthspan (healthy and active
period of life) is inadequate.

world. Currently, the Longevity Industry is already worth US$17 trillion and it
is on track to become the biggest industry by capitalization, and will dwarf all
other industries including the carbon economy and real estate.

5. Many countries will decline and become bankrupt because of the Silver
Tsunami. This will cause multiple political crises and defaults of national
10. Animal experiments are suﬃcient for human treatments. New ﬁnancial systems. This will be due to short term thinking and a lack of
approaches to clinical trials are needed. A decade ago, testing on model implementation of the technologies capable of extending the healthy period
organisms such as mice seemed comparatively eﬃcient, but Longevity of life, from the government’s part.
requires more sophisticated methods focused on human testing.
6. New innovations in human-centric testing are needed. Experiments

Facts vs. Fiction: Top 10 Facts

should be conducted on humans using very sophisticated technologies and
new approaches, such as integrations with embedded sensors, in silico
testing, Big Data analysis and AI.

7. Many BioTech companies will switch their business model to Longevity.
1. Life expectancy is longer than we assume. On average, young and As Longevity becomes a multitrillion dollar opportunity for start-ups and
middle-aged people today can expect to live to 120 years; the elderly can corporations, many big IT, Tech, Healthcare and Pharma corporations will
prioritise Longevity in their business models.
expect to live to 100.
2. You are the CEO of your own health. The most effective manager for
your own health is yourself. As the number of Personalised and Precision
Medicine practical applications increase, individuals will take a direct
participatory role in managing their own health. Patients should also own
their own health data, and be able to lease it out to third parties at their own
discretion.
3. You can manage your own ﬁnancial, psychological and overall wellness.
Each individual can manage their own money, time, priorities and physical
health to realistically plan for increased life expectancy and quality of
health. Advances in Precision Medicine and ﬁnancial wellness technologies
(FinTech, AgeTech and WealthTech for Longevity) can enable ﬁnancial
security over extended periods of Healthy Longevity.
4. The Longevity Industry is already one of the largest industries in the

8. Limited, controlled stresses can repair age-related damage. Hormesis
refers to the body’s increased repair potential following microstresses such
as fasting, sauna, cryosauna, short intense exercise and even short
psychological stress and others. It works by training the immune system,
thereby repairing some of the incurred damages.
9. Rejuvenated organs will pave the way for ultimate Longevity. The ﬁrst
organ to be rejuvenated will be the biggest organ — the skin. In the coming
years, suﬃcient progress will have been made to allow for the healthy
maintenance and rejuvenation of the skin, covering both aesthetic and
functional concerns. This will be followed by muscle function restoration.
10. The synergetic convergence of many technologies will drive Longevity.
The major engine of actual, practical life extension solutions will be the
combination of AI, Data Science, mathematics and advanced sensor

technologies capable of monitoring, testing and diagnosing in real time from within ﬁnancing, the rise in investments that will occur after the ﬁrst
the body. Many of these technologies are already on the market, and there will be Longevity drug hits the market and is available for public use will be
even more signiﬁcant.
very substantial progress in the coming years.
7. The ﬁrst multicountry Longevity-focused healthcare system.
Longevity-progressive countries have enormous opportunities to
accelerate the extension of their National Healthy Longevity by
focusing on synergistic cooperation with other countries, establishing
1. The ﬁrst head of government elected with an agenda of Healthy Longevity. In Longevity-focused initiatives that leverage the unique strengths of
the political arena, the opportunity for the ﬁrst president or prime minister to be different regions, including joint Longevity Industrial Strategies, and
elected with a mandate that heavily prioritises Longevity would create incentives to pooling health and life data to vastly increase the volume of data
available for AI-empowered Longevity biomarker development.
accelerate Longevity across the globe.

Facts vs. Fiction: Top 10 Opportunities

2. The ﬁrst country to become a Longevity Hub. While multiple contenders are 8. Redeﬁning insurance and work. As people’s Longevity and health
qualiﬁed for this amazing opportunity to lead the world in Longevity, one country or expand, their lifestyle transforms to accommodate more work, more
spending power and more opportunities later in life. Workplaces,
world city could become a leader in this mission.
3. The ﬁrst Longevity corporation to truly capitalize on the market potential of banks and ﬁnancial products will reinvent themselves to cater for a
Longevity. The ﬁrst Longevity start-up to achieve true success in creating new makeup of the population, and this presents many opportunities
fully-integrated Longevity technological ecosystems has the potential to evolve into for those ready to take them on.
9. Continuing education. As older people gain extra health and
4. The ﬁrst AI-driven Longevity centre. By bringing together the disparate arms of lifespan, the previous model of retiring with a pension for 10-30 extra
AI in AgeTech, rejuvenation biotechnologies and diagnostics as part of P4 years of life will no longer be appropriate. People will be able to keep
Medicine, there is a huge opportunity to establish the ﬁrst global AI centre for working, and therefore will change careers multiple times, and require
retraining. Education catered for adults and older people will be a
Longevity.
great opportunity for the future.
5. The ﬁrst Longevity Finance Hub. By leveraging the new developments in
Longevity ﬁnance, a new centre for Longevity connected funds, for new ﬁnancial 10. Planning longer term. As the number of people 65 years or older
derivatives tied to Longevity, and for modern analytical systems could bring increases, many opportunities will present themselves across the
unprecedented wealth to investors while accelerating Longevity technologies and board for longer term planning. Governments may spend longer
implementing changes, policies will concern themselves with a bigger
making them more available.
picture of 10-20 years ahead rather than the current 4-5 years ahead,
6. The arrival of the ﬁrst Longevity drug on the market. While the past several because the longer term future will impact everyone, not just the
years have seen incredible surges of growth in Longevity Industry activity and
young.
the ﬁrst Longevity corporation, becoming a US$10 trillion company.

Facts vs. Fiction: Top 10 Paradigm Shifts
1. The shift from treatment to prevention. We can already expect 7. BioTech and Pharma outside of Longevity will decline. Any companies
conventional healthcare to become substantially more focused on operating outside the greater purpose of Longevity will eventually see their
business model failing, and will themselves shrink or collapse.
prevention over treatment by the year 2025.
2. Prevention will be followed by Precision Health. As prevention overtakes
treatment as a paradigm shift, it will be followed even further by a shift
towards Precision Health. People will be able to monitor their health long
before an illness has had the opportunity to develop, and to maintain their
health in a precise way.

8. Big Tech corporations will morph into healthcare corporations. The
current wealthiest companies are IT and Tech corporations. These, notably
Google, Amazon, Baidu, Samsung, etc., will very likely evolve into
healthcare corporations, potentially boosting their market cap 10-fold from
US$1 trillion to US$10 trillion.

3. People will be able to purchase Longevity. Longevity and health, rather
than wealth, will be embraced as the most important asset. People will be
able to purchase it like any other good, and Healthy Life Extension will
become preferable above traditional assets such as luxury real estate
among the wealthy.

9. Wealth management will include health in an integrated manner. As
health and Longevity become measurable, wealth management companies
will shift towards managing health as well. There will be many synergies
between AgeTech, WealthTech and Longevity.

10. Surge of ﬁnancial derivatives tied to Longevity. The coming years will
see the launch of a number of novel types of ﬁnancial derivatives tied to
the Longevity Industry as health becomes measurable and investors turn
to Longevity over traditional assets (i.e., to health rather than wealth).
These will include derivatives whose value is tied to speciﬁc composites of
Longevity companies (i.e., to the value of the Longevity Industry itself), as
5. Longevity hubs will overtake tax havens. Instead of seeking tax havens well as to speciﬁc Longevity technologies, and even to the current
to protect assets, people will be searching for Longevity hubs and the Longevity state of entire nations and economies (i.e., to the positive
countries that can offer the most advanced Longevity. Switzerland’s Longevity standing and the negative aging standing of whole countries).
Longevity valley might become one of the ﬁrst hubs.
4. Medicine and healthcare will become driven by Data Science,
mathematical technologies and AI. Digital medicine powered by Data
Science will become a major component of how medicine is practised.
Outdated medical approaches will be replaced. AI currently has a supporting
role in healthcare, but in the near future it will become absolutely central.

6. Aging countries and national economies will decline. Without tackling
the threats posed by the Silver Tsunami and collapsing pension funds, some
ill-prepared countries will see their economies suffer.

The Opposed MegaTrends of Progress and Conservatism
Throughout human history, we can see a trend of the seeds of progress attempting to rise to the surface, and the overwhelming weight of human
ignorance trying to hold that back and slow it down. Any new strand of progress due to a great technological innovation is at ﬁrst only recognized and
accepted by a small handful of individuals, with 99% of the rest of society resisting either because of a lack of understanding, or a willing state of
disbelief and comfort with the modes and patterns of yesterday.
And so it is with Longevity. 99% of humanity would rather die than face and accept the real potentials of progress. This is why societies have invented
artiﬁcial wealth-holders such as money, power, fame and nationalism, instead of applying their greatest energies toward realizing the only true form of
value and wealth — life, health and Longevity. As most of the wealthy cannot face this prospect, they are still trying to anchor their values to trivial
pursuits such as big mansions, overvalued luxuries, cars, yachts and private jets, and other superﬁcial values that belong to past centuries. For most of
history the technical capacity to extend healthy Longevity has not been within reach. Now that it is within reach, they face the same psychological
barrier as a horseman at the beginning of the Space Age.
There is comfort in continuing to ride that horse, even when the knowledge and reality of everything from space rockets to autonomous cars, and then
to eﬃcient AI systems, not to mention the technological reality of extending the healthy period of life, have emerged and can be witnessed ﬁrsthand.
But it all happened so suddenly! They see it is real, but they do not understand how. A fear emerges to ﬁll the gap in knowledge. This fear then gets
them stuck in an inferior technological circumstances, and they will not leave their comfort zone. This is the predicament we currently ﬁnd ourselves in
with regard to the industrialization of Longevity. With all our old enemies largely defeated — disease, poverty, ignorance — our oldest and ultimate
enemy, which perhaps always had something to do with all of these, still awaits us. However, there are psychological barriers standing in the way of
investment and intelligent coordination of this nascent industry. Those are the barriers which this book attempts to tear down.
While we consider it's our duty to share this knowledge and our life-changing understanding of the Longevity Industry with the public, and to help
ever-greater numbers of people realize the feasibility of extending Healthy Human Longevity and the many opportunities it can bring, it is also our duty
to do it safely and realistically. Once increasing numbers of people accept the idea, they may accept it too much, and fall into the traps of players
selling scientiﬁcally-unfounded hype, either via active fraud, or passive, well-meaning but harmful negligence, and risk spending their money on false
promises. Just as the aerospace industry in its ﬁrst few years saw many rockets fall at the ﬁrst stage, so will it be with the rising Longevity Industry
before it reaches its height of maturity, wisdom and intelligence. It will be an industry presenting equal levels of opportunity and risk, and it is critical
that the public is armed with knowledge neither too conservative nor too optimistic, but rather with deep knowledge that is reasonable, pragmatic and
realistic, to enable them to realize and take advantage of the opportunities of the Longevity Industry’s future growth from stage 1.0 (low-Earth orbit) to
2.0 (the Moon), 3.0 (Mars) and beyond, which is similar to initially treating age-related diseases, then systemically delaying aging, and ﬁnally achieving
Longevity Escape Velocity, eﬃcient rejuvenation and the continual maintenance of a state of Precision Health.

PART II - Longevity Policy and Governance
Key Points:
● The Rise of Progressive Longevity Technocracies and MegaHubs
● National and international government policy can help to shape cooperation
between sectors and facilitate the growth of the Longevity Industry
Part I stated that the Longevity Industry means more than just the science of aging,
it is very multi-faceted with regard to technological sectors (Geroscience Research
and Development, Preventive Medicine, AgeTech, and Novel Financial System), and
only a dedicated, synergistic focus on all four of these domains at once can escort
the global population to a longer and healthier life, and turn Healthy Longevity into
an asset.
Part II explains why the future structure of global ﬁnance, if it is to withstand the
Silver Tsunami, must necessarily consist of a Novel Financial System: Longevity VC
funds, AgeTech Banks, Longevity Hedge Funds and Longevity Trusts, culminating in
a Longevity Stock Exchange and Longevity Index. Each of these is designed either
to utilise the increased working productive life of their user population, or to extend
it. The increased liquidity provided by these combined structures would set in
motion a self-perpetuating cycle of growth in Longevity Finance: as soon as
Longevity becomes a dividend, then the greater the progress in achieving Healthy
Longevity, the more the owners of wealth will want to reinvest in the technologically
reinvigorated labour force endowed with a greater healthspan, leading to further
growth and a greater Healthy Longevity.
The nations that initiate these reforms would be capable of attracting several trillions of potential wealth that is currently inaccessible and locked
away, and succeed in building a bridge between the currently separate spheres of the Longevity Industry on one hand, and the conservative investment
community on the other hand.

Singapore vs. US: Longevity Progressive vs. Regressive Nations
Singapore

United States

HALE: 76.2
HALE GAP: 6.7
Life Expectancy: 82.9
Healthcare Efficiency Rank: #2
% GDP Healthcare Spending: 4.5%

HALE: 68.5
HALE GAP: 10.0
Life Expectancy: 78.5
Healthcare Efficiency Rank: #25
% GDP Healthcare Spending: 18%

By analyzing the speciﬁc circumstances of Longevity outliers
— nations with an unusually large or small gap between
Health-Adjusted Life Expectancy and unadjusted life expectancy — the special case study is able to derive insights into
the factors likely to either increase or decrease this gap.
The health care system in Singapore, for example, appears
more geared toward raising up all its citizens than on
achieving excellence in a few high-proﬁle areas. By contrast,
the United States (which is the subject of another
policy-focused analytical report, Metabesity and Longevity:
USA Special Case Study) spends a disproportionate amount
on health care, and yet has the lowest level of healthy life
expectancy among high-income developed countries. This
illustrates the extreme disparities and variation in health care
eﬃciency across the globe, exempliﬁed by the enormous gap
between HALE and life expectancy in different countries (e.g.
Singapore’s gap of 6.7 years vs. a gap of 10.0 years in the
USA).

Number of Government-Led Longevity Initiatives by Region

Overview and breakdown
of
relevant
Longevity
projects and initiatives in
11
different
regions
globally, classiﬁed into
National Master Plans,
Industrial Strategies and
Independent or Municipal
Government Programs.

Longevity Initiatives Classiﬁcation Framework

Aging Analytics Agency produced a
comprehensive analysis of the
strength, relevance and proactivity
of various countries' governmentled efforts at projects and
initiatives to reduce the economic
burden of an aging population and
to manifest the opportunities of
Healthy Longevity.
Overall, there are 6 levels of
proprietary metrics which differ
based on the nature of the
parameters of which they consist.
Indicators, their growth rates and
their
ratios
are
calculated
separately and then integrated in
the ﬁnal metrics system.
Thus, the ranking system reﬂects
both strengths and opportunities
of different countries regarding
the development of national
Longevity strategies. It can be
applied for the evaluation of the
current state of a country, as well
as of its prospects. Some metrics
indicators are directly interconnected, since the ratios are
derived from single values which
are parameters themselves.

United Kingdom
“We have in the UK the biggest tech sector — FinTech, BioTech, MedTech,
NanoTech, GreenTech, every kind of tech — in London, which is the biggest tech
sector anywhere in Europe, with perhaps half a million people working in tech
alone.”
UK Prime Minister Boris Johnson, September 24th 2019, United Nations
General Assembly
The United Kingdom is an ideal ecosystem for integrating ﬁnance with
biomedical technology and preparing for the challenge of an aging society. Its
companies and institutions represent an amazing hub of:
● 250 UK-based Longevity investors
● 50 Longevity scientiﬁc articles authored by UK-based scientists
● 50 UK-based Longevity non-proﬁt organizations
● 25 UK-based Longevity-focused scientiﬁc journals
● 50 Longevity books authored by UK-based authors or published by UK-based
publishers
● 55 UK-based Longevity inﬂuencers
● 25 UK-based Longevity research labs and university-based R&D hubs
The United Kingdom, with its detailed industrial strategy prioritising the aging society and digital health, and its strong scientiﬁc and ﬁnancial base, is
the ﬁrst country with the global power, inﬂuence and strategic initiative necessary to spearhead this industry. The nation has taken many steps to prove
their seriousness on this topic; it is quite likely that the UK can become the clear leader in terms of government-led National Longevity development
plans, and can achieve very practical and tangible results in increasing their National Healthy Longevity within the next 5 years.

The UK’s particular Longevity Industry strong points
include:
● Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AI): At the core of this agenda is AI,
which is essential for ensuring that choices made are
data-driven and factual. The UK is the world leader in AI
advancement.
● Health Data: For the purposes of AgeTech and Longevity, the
centralized healthcare system of the NHS (National Health
Service) along with the data-rich electronic healthcare
records put the United Kingdom in an even stronger position.
● International Scientiﬁc Leadership: The UK also plays a
leadership role in BioTech research and development, as well
as having an excellent tradition of not only collaboration
between industry and academia, but also a strong
cooperation between the divergent elements in their
cross-regional science and technology development hub.
This is especially apparent on the academic side with the
London-Oxford-Cambridge BioTech triangle. The most relevant
minds, institutions, publications, idea pools and conferences on
Longevity-based BioTech happen there. It is an international and
pan-global nexus for intellectual talent and thought leaders. In
short, “Move over, Silicon Valley!”
We can get a better idea of the timeline and the pace of
development for the Longevity Industry in the UK by looking at a
summary of important dates going back to February 2018.

Left to right: Dmitry Kaminskiy, Andrew Scott, Geoffrey Filkin,
Eric Kihlstrom, Tina Woods, Health Minister Matt Hancock,
and Damien Green convene in the UK Parliament at the inaugural
Advisory Board Meeting of the UK APPG for Longevity
on 30th April 2019.

The Future of Longevity Governance: Forecasts for 2020-2025
We would like to share our vision on how we foresee the rise of successful,
comprehensive and integrated Longevity economies and megahubs emerging
from the spread of dedicated Longevity government development plans. In the
next few years, several technologically advanced small smart states will emerge
as global competitors in the development of integrated Longevity Industry
ecosystems, some of which will focus on speciﬁc sectors tuned to their unique
strengths, while others will seek to create fully integrated hubs encompassing the
entire multifaceted scope of the Longevity Industry.
The potential of government to bring about this type of development is not to be
underestimated. The previously underdeveloped Zug canton in Switzerland has,
after a set of legislative initiatives and some government coordination, quickly
became known worldwide as the "Crypto Valley". All that was required was for the
cantonal authorities to foster a legislative environment (combined with some
international promotional efforts) that would incentivize relevant expertise to
relocate there and set up business. In other words, the government created
conditions which attract a self-selecting population of crypto entrepreneurs.
Some countries are now selling their citizenship to foreign expats present and
working in those countries for a certain period, thereby utilizing the same
technique of selectively attracting human expertise that was used by Singapore in
the creation of its technological mega-hub. We expect, ﬁve years from now, to see
a “new normal” of small technocratic nations selling their citizenship selectively to
people committed to advancing Longevity-related technologies, in exchange for
access to some of the most sophisticated and advanced healthcare, life
insurance, MedTech, AgeTech and WealthTech ecosystems available.

Longevity Financial Industry - A Multitrillion Opportunity

Longevity.Capital: Specialized Hybrid Investment Fund
for the Longevity Industry
Key points:
● Specialized hybrid investment fund focused
on the Longevity Industry led by managers
with 25+ years experience in the Longevity
Industry
● Portfolio diversiﬁcation across 10 sectors (full
scope) of the Longevity Industry (BioTech,
Technology, Financial)
● Provides liquidity similar to hedge funds with
Venture Capital-style objectives
● Portfolio structuring and investment target
identiﬁcation based on advanced, quantitative,
multidimensional analytical frameworks and
deep market intelligence of Aging Analytics
Agency
Longevity.Capital employs several novel and sophisticated tools, techniques and approaches to portfolio diversiﬁcation and de-risking of investments
in order to combat the extremely high levels of complexity of the Longevity Industry, and to signiﬁcantly decrease the scope and levels of risk
associated with investments in the industry, based on the unique, quantitative analytical frameworks developed by Aging Analytics Agency for
Longevity and Preventive Medicine industry assessment, benchmarking and forecasting. The use of this framework will also serve to add substantial
portfolio diversiﬁcation, de-risking and hedging, through the construction of a strategically-weighted portfolio that allocates capital to companies
belonging to a wide variety of Longevity Industry subsectors.

Longevity.Capital Investment Sectors
Geroscience

P4 Medicine

Biomedical therapies targeting the root causes (or “hallmarks”) of
aging, including Cellular Senescence, Stem Cell Exhaustion, Epigenetic
Alterations, Altered Intercellular Communication, Loss of Proteostasis,
Deregulated Nutrient Sensing, Mitochondrial Dysfunction, Telomere
Attrition and Genomic Instability

P4 (Precision, Preventive, Personalized and Participatory) diagnostic,
prognostic and therapeutic technologies to maintain an optimal state
of health for as long as possible. Considered the leading edge of
practical applications of Longevity technologies

Longevity WealthTech

AI for Longevity

Financial wellness technologies to prolong ﬁnancial stability
(wealthspan) over prolonged periods of Healthy Longevity
(healthspan)

The application of Artiﬁcial Intelligence for Longevity
research and development, including AI for drug discovery
and biomarker development

Longevity FinTech
AgeTech

FinTech products aimed at the elderly generation,
including novel forms of banking, payments and
remittances, etc.

Digital, IT and mechanical technologies aiming to prolong
physical functionality and wellbeing in elderly demographics

LONGEVITY.CAPITAL

Regenerative Medicine
Cell therapies, bioengineered organs, tissue engineering and
xenotransplantation targeting core hallmarks of aging

Longevity NeuroTech
NeuroTechnologies to improve and maintain cognitive
abilities, neurological plasticity, sleep quality (SleepTech)
and psychological well-being into later stages of life

Biomarkers of Longevity

Longevity FemTech

Discovery and development of panels of biomarkers of aging, the core
infrastructure required for testing the safety and eﬃcacy of Longevity
therapies and the effectiveness of interventions

FemTech products and services targeting core female-speciﬁc
hallmarks of aging and/or aspects of aging. Prominent sectors
include fertility, ovarian rejuvenation

Longevity.Capital Target Portfolio
Geoscience R&D

Longevity
FinTech

Advanced
Cosmetics

NeuroTech

Longevity
FemTech

Biomarkers of
Longevity

Regenerative
Medicine

AgeTech

AI for Longevity

P4 Medicine

Part III - The Longevity Financial Industry
Aging and the Silver Tsunami should be considered one of the
most acute problems of our time, whereas progress in
biomedicine and increasing Health Longevity, one of the most
promising opportunities in human history.
The upcoming collision of these opposed MegaTrends has
created a massive multitrillion market for AgeTech, Longevity
WealthTech and novel ﬁnancial products targeted toward 1
billion people in retirement globally. The market size of the
global Longevity economy reached $17 trillion in 2019, and is
expected to grow to $27 trillion by 2026.
Financial institutions such as investment banks, pension funds,
insurance and reinsurance companies, asset management ﬁrms
and others can either utilize the opportunity of Healthy Longevity
and thrive, or stagnate and decline when hit by the oncoming
Silver Tsunami.
Whether they succeed at riding the wave or drown under it will
depend not only on their willingness to deploy new business
models adapted to the aging population but also on the quality
of analytics and forecasting methods underlying them.
The traditional ﬁnancial industry needs to adapt its products and
services to respond to the challenges of an aging society. This
implies creating new innovative products in the ﬁelds of
AgeTech, Longevity WealthTech, Health Insurance and new
ﬁnancial products for clients aged 60+ and aiming to live up to
100 years and beyond.

Financial institutions that don’t adapt will not survive in their present form!
After the tsunami has passed, such economies will have reformed themselves
beyond recognition, absorbed by novel ﬁnancial institutions and systems, or
transformed by government initiatives of progressive technocratic countries.

Population aging and advancing
biomedicine
are
two
prominent
opposed Longevity MegaTrends that
will determine the near future success
or stagnation of large ﬁnancial
institutions.
The acceleration of biomedicine has
been mainly spurred by advances in the
collection, gathering and analysis of
data.
The industry is poised to witness a
quantum leap in the near future,
particularly in light of the upcoming
paradigm shift from treatment to
prevention.
Meanwhile,
the
inevitable
Silver
Tsunami will further burden the working
population and relevant ﬁnancial
systems. It will increase the costs
associated with old age.

Longevity Finance and Novel Financial System
“There have been many well documented efforts to predict the future of biomedical progress, but is there any good reason why the same logic could not
be applied for the ﬁnancial sphere? Many thought leaders have made reasoned predictions on how some fragments of the collapsing ﬁnancial system will
evolve, adapt and adjust to the increasing life expectancy. We should work to assemble the framework of scenarios regarding the evolution of the
ﬁnancial system in the next 10 years, and create the pathways that will be able to neutralize collapses and accelerate the dynamic of progress of the
Longevity Industry, with a focus on extension of the healthy period of life for the betterment of all humanity.”
Dmitry Kaminskiy, in Longevity Industry Landscape Overview Volume II: The Business of Longevity (Global Longevity Consortium, 2018)

Key points:
● The current global aging trend will allow for one of two economic outcomes. One negative, the other positive, depending on how we act now.
● The reality of an aging market allows for the creation of new opportunities and a Novel Financial System.
● Longevity will become its own asset class.
● This new massive economy will strongly favour Longevity-progressive countries.
● The Longevity Industry will be self-sustaining.
● Liquidity will be the key to its success.
In Part 1, we stated that the Longevity Industry will be the biggest and most complex industry in human history, that it is much more than just
geroscience, and that it consists of multiple sectors — Aging Biomedicine, P4 Medicine, AgeTech, and Novel Financial System.
The increasing interconnection and synergy between these domains will eventually make Longevity itself (currently a liability) into an asset — a new
asset class itself, in fact.
Aging should be considered not only one of the most acute problems of our time but also one of the most promising opportunities. Financial
institutions such as investment banks, pension funds and insurance companies can either sink or swim when hit by the oncoming Silver Tsunami.
Whether they succeed at riding the wave or drown under it will depend not only on their willingness to deploy new business models adapted to the
aging population and the emerging industries of AgeTech, WealthTech and Longevity Finance but also on the quality of the Longevity analytics that
they use to formulate such business models.

Longevity (AgeTech) Bank
Key points:
● The aged market is enormous, worth trillions and is as of yet underserved.
● Technology will play a critical role in delivering AgeTech focused banking.
● Leading companies in this space will focus on the integration of
InsurTech, HealthTech, AgeTech and FinTech into seamless
Longevity-focused products and services.
Technological progress brings both challenges and opportunities. In 2014,
UK non-cash payments exceeded cash payments by volume for the ﬁrst
time.
New technology holds out the promise of better, cheaper services — but only
if a suﬃcient range of well-designed options are available for a consumer
marketplace with a very diverse range of needs. The fast pace of change is
diﬃcult for many people to adjust to. Bank branch closures, for example, can
be particularly challenging for socially or digitally excluded older people.
These new technologies bring convenience, but also new opportunities for
fraud and scams. Today we can see a signiﬁcant raise of FinTech banks,
which are redeﬁning the banking industry by connecting with a new
generation of mobile-ﬁrst consumers. The brightest examples of digital
banks in the UK are Revolut, Monzo and Starling Bank; in Europe, Curve and
N26; and in the USA, BankMobile and GoBank.
FinTech banks are chasing income from the middle-age and younger
generation, while missing a 1 billion consumer or 15 trillion dollar market
opportunity, developing technology only for a limited age category.

Part IV - Longevity Industry (Science, Technology and Biomedicine)
“A mere three years ago, the current rise of the Longevity
Industry would have been unthinkable. Now, a few years
later, it has become unthinkable that biomedicine should not
have Healthy Longevity among its objectives. The time has
come to establish a framework for the rising Longevity
Industry.”
Dmitry Kaminskiy, in Longevity Industry Landscape
Overview Volume II: The Business of Longevity (Aging
Analytics Agency, 2018)

Key points:
● The industry has seen rapid evolution since 2014
● Impressive potential for strong ROIs
● Enjoying an ongoing trend of growth and diversiﬁcation
The initial expansion of the Longevity Industry beyond basic
research into the biology of aging began with the
emergence of advanced aging biomedicines at the turn of
the century and continued with some of the ﬁnancial and
digital technologies detailed throughout this book.
With these developments underway in 2014, Dmitry Kaminskiy correctly predicted the 2017-2018 boom in Longevity Industry investments and activity,
three years in advance, and believes its runaway growth to be inevitable considering its necessary impact on the global healthcare systems and the
business models of modern medicine, its extreme prospects for proﬁtability, and its potential to deliver substantial ROIs while providing greater beneﬁt
to humanity than any other industry in history.

Introducing P4 (Precision, Preventive,
Personalized, Participatory) Medicine

Paradigm Shift from Treatment to Prevention

The future of Longevity is an incredibly exciting one, but as we
have seen in the previous chapter, the ultimate goal of reversing
or signiﬁcantly slowing aging through advanced biomedicine
may take a generation to come to fruition.
Does this mean that there will be no advances in Longevity in
the meantime? What would happen if we looked at the old ways
of doing things and simply did them better? This is where P4
Precision Medicine comes into play.
P4 Medicine (preventive, personalized, precision and
participatory medicine) refers to leading-edge technologies that
have already achieved a state of market-readiness, but the
clinical implementation of which could be further reﬁned, driven
forward and enabled by advances in biomedicine, data science
and Artiﬁcial Intelligence.
As AI for R&D in drug discovery becomes more sophisticated,
drugs will become more customized to speciﬁc diseases and
even speciﬁc patients. Drug development companies will
transition from the current form of “blockbuster drugs”
(standard drug formulations applicable to many millions of
patients) to P4 Medicine, tailoring drugs to speciﬁc patient
cases based on age, gender, ethnicity, state of health and
genetics.

The New Frontier - from Precision Medicine to Precision Health

P4 Medicine (Preventive, Personalized, Precision,
Participatory Medicine)
Taken by themselves, the technological sectors mentioned previously have limited
beneﬁts for people alive today, as none can provide serious life-extending beneﬁts for the
next decade or so. Bridging this time period means improving the constituent technologies
which is a matter of enhancing data aggregation, management and analysis.
“The future of the healthcare industry in general will be majorly disrupted by the convergence
of AI for drug discovery and biomarker development, and the paradigm shift from treatment to
prevention ushered in by emerging technologies in the expanding sphere of precision
medicine, leading to an era of AI-empowered Precision Health.”
Dmitry Kaminskiy in Industry leaders align on the future of precision medicine.

Key points:
● A paradigm shift from treatment to prevention
is already underway
● Individuals will increasingly have a say in their
own health care
● This new way of doing medicine is facilitated
by advances in both genetic and aging
science as well as the advent of machine
learning, Big Data and AI
● Wearable devices and realtime tracking of
biomarkers will be a key element

Artiﬁcial Intelligence: The Game Changer for Preventive Medicine,
Precision Health and Longevity
Key points:
● As the complexities of Longevity science and technology increase,
and as the volume of data continues to amass, the role of AI in both
analysis and comprehension becomes completely necessary for
continued progress and industry development.
● While AI for Longevity is still an emerging and underrepresented
sector within the global Longevity Industry, its extreme disruptive
potential makes its eventual emergence as a core and integral area of
growth and development inevitable.
● AI for Longevity will become one of the most impactful sectors within
the industry in the next several years, and will make its potential to
accelerate the continue development of the industry apparent in
almost every sector, from Longevity R&D to therapeutic development,
P4 medicine, biomarker discovery, and even non-biomedical sectors
such as the Longevity Financial Industry.
Awareness of the importance of utilising Artiﬁcial intelligence (AI)
within aging and longevity research is rapidly increasing in academia
and industry. Modern deep learning techniques used to develop age
predictors offer new possibilities for diverse data types. This will
enable a holistic view to identify novel geroprotectors, biomarkers,
drug discovery and biotechnology in the healthcare and
pharmaceutical industry.

Biomarker
Panel

AI For Longevity R&D
AI-Driven Precision AI-Driven Advanced
Diagnostics
Prognostics

Personalised
Treatment
Optimization

AI-Driven
Preventative
Treatment

● Multi-Omic Sequencing ● AI-driven prognostics
● AI-driven in silico
● Maintenance state of
● Continuous monitoring
● Advanced biomarkerpersonalised treatment
Precision Health through
powered by Big Data
based prognostics
optimization
Preventive Medicine
Analytics
● AI-driven predictive
● AI-driven personalised in ● AI-based predictions of
● Continuous monitoring
prognostics based on
vivo drug optimization
optimal drug combination
of health state based on
personalized multi-omics ● Treatment optimization
changes in biomarkers
based on patient genetics
of aging

Digital avatar visualizes a combination of biomarkers
and other diagnostic results
Collect your data today:
● Blood samples
● Biomarker analysis
● Database of personal
biomedical data stored on
blockchain

Future beneﬁts:
● Data driven analysis of
biomarkers dynamics over time
● Analyse the changes in your
digital avatar
● Personalized interventions

Gathering aging biomarkers means collecting data which marks the
difference between healthy people only, e.g. between the young and
even younger, with no traces of any oﬃcially recognised diseases. The
continuous monitoring of small changes in such biomarkers, and the
continuous and commensurate micro-adjustment of treatments in
response, allow for some de facto reversal of biological age.

Longevity FemTech
Key points:
● Women’s health incorporates a broad range
of complex, female speciﬁc health issues
● Female health needs are largely unmet
● Women represent a huge market

Introducing FemTech
FemTech refers to the emerging range of
digital technologies focused speciﬁcally on
women’s health. The majority of the market
currently consists largely of wearable devices
and smartphone interfaces, connected medical
devices, and hygiene products.
Aging Analytics Agency segregates the
FemTech industry into three major categories:
1. FemTech Healthcare
2. FemTech Preventive Medicine
3. FemTech Longevity
Its ultimate aim is to identify within the broader
FemTech Healthcare sector those companies
and technologies related to preventive
medicine, Longevity, and the extension of the
healthy and active period of life, as it relates to
female-speciﬁc biological functions.

Longevity Industry - Geroscience
Introducing the scientiﬁc sector from which
the multi-sector Longevity Industry emerged
Key points:
● The 20th century has greatly increased our
understanding of the mechanisms of aging,
but has also revealed the limits of our ability to
intervene in bodily processes.
● The advent of the “repair approach” to aging,
not presuming to intervene in bodily
processes, and the discovery of the hallmarks
of aging, at the turn of the 21st century, have
opened up new doors and created new sectors
to which the old limits no longer apply.

The Rise of Geroscience
The war on human illness has evolved from an
invasion into a counter-insurgency operation.
With infectious diseases now under biomedical
control, the stubborn illnesses inﬂicted from
within
—
cancer,
Alzheimer’s,
arthritis,
osteoporosis, not to mention more subtle
defects such as progressive hearing loss and
cognitive decline – are the next (and perhaps the
ﬁnal) challenge for the future of biomedicine.

The Current State of Longevity Clinical Trials
“Given the increasing cost of drug discovery, development and clinical evaluation, it is clear that the clinical translation of geroprotective interventions
will be increasingly led by the private sector, and by parties who have the resources to sustain the increasing ﬁnancial burden of bringing truly effective
Longevity therapeutics to the market.”
Dmitry Kaminskiy, in Longevity Industry Landscape Overview Volume II: The Business of Longevity (Aging Analytics Agency, 2018)

Key points:
● A broad range of trials are currently
underway.
● These trials are tied to genetic hallmarks,
a key component to moving toward P4
Medicine and beyond.
This section uses the same categories that
outlets favoured by the Longevity
community normally use to categorize
science news, in order to summarize the
current state of clinical and scientiﬁc
progress in Longevity-associated drug
development.

L

In stark contrast to the state of the Longevity Industry drug development a few years ago, there are a number of Longevity therapies and interventions that
have passed Phase 1 and 2 clinical (human) trials, and a select few are currently in Phase 3 trials. Longevity drug development and clinical translation
have matured from a distant goal several years ago into a fully-ﬂedged industry priority, and we are rapidly seeing that a number of drugs targeting the
roots of biological aging are now approaching the thresholds of true clinical translation and practical implementation.

Longevity in the Media
“The fact that very well-renowned and respected brands such as The Economist and the Financial Times are now regularly hosting conferences and panel
discussions on the subject of aging shows the credibility building around the business of Longevity. A mere three years ago optimism toward the real
emergence of geroscience and Longevity was very low, and it was nearly unthinkable that this topic could be included in the agenda of top-tier
conferences whatsoever. But the outlook has now changed, and healthspan extension is now a logical topic of discussion for world-leading healthcare
thought leaders. The science of aging has matured, and we are now witnessing the dawn and rise of the Longevity Industry.”
Dmitry Kaminskiy, in Biogerontology Research Foundation Trustees Present at Financial Times and The Economist Longevity Conferences.
The perception of Longevity has evolved alongside the
science and our understanding of aging itself, and is a window
into the public’s perception of the industry. The topic of
Longevity has gone from fringe to becoming embraced as
mainstream by the world’s top-tier business, ﬁnance and tech
media, including The Economist, Financial Times, Bloomberg,
TIME and others, who now routinely cover it in publications
and hold specialized conferences on the topic of Longevity.

Longevity Embraced by Top-Tier Financial Corporations

Credit Suisse featured Health and Aging as
one of the four main themes in their 2018
Global MegaTrends Conference
UBS featured “Living to 150” as one of
the six major topics in their 2018
Healthcare Summit, featuring a keynote
presentation by prominent Longevity
entrepreneur Alex Zhavoronkov of
Insilico Medicine.

Julius Baer held a major forum on the topic of
“Investing in Longevity” featuring a keynote
presentation by Aging Analytics Agency
Co-Founder Dmitry Kaminskiy

UBS also issued a report on the “largest
survey of wealth investors in the world
to date”, concluding: “Don’t let
skepticism about living to 100 keep you
from planning for it. Life expectancies
are rising, and it’s a real possibility. In
fact globally, 9 in 10 investors are
already adjusting how they are planning
for their life and their legacy.”

CitiBank released a landmark report
detailing the rise of the Longevity
Industry, highlighting rapidly rising
sectors being driven by disruptive
scientiﬁc innovation.

Frost and Sullivan also released two
prominent reports on the emerging
Longevity Industry, and in 2018
created the “Award for Innovation in
Artiﬁcial Intelligence for Aging
Research and Drug Development”.

Leading business media brands have
embraced the topic of Longevity. The
Economist has held several prominent
events on the topic, including its 2016
Aging Societies conference in London
(where
Longevity.Capital
founder
Dmitry Kaminskiy presented), its 2017
Business of Longevity conference in
Hong Kong, and its 2018 Business of
Longevity conference in Singapore. The
topic was featured at the 2016 World
Economic Forum Davos Summit, and
the most recent Financial Times
BioTech conference held a panel titled
“The Business of Longevity”. But now,
other leading ﬁnancial institutions and
investment banks, including Julius
Baer, Credit Suisse and UBC, have also
begun
holding
Longevity-focused
conferences, forums and summits for
their executives and clientele, and we
can expect an increasing number of
similar institutions to follow the trend
and hold similar events in the near
future.

Within the past ﬁve years there
has been a surge of interest in
the topic of Longevity. In 2013
the idea of increasing the
average life expectancy in
developed nations to over 100
years was not yet considered
mainstream. Today the topic of
extended life expectancy has
become mainstream. People
have come to understand the
credibility and feasibility of
extending Healthy Longevity,
including investors, business
analysts and reputable, conservative
business
media
brands. The Economist and the
Financial Times have both held
conferences and panel discussions on the topic of the
Longevity Industry. Five years
ago TIME magazine featured a
cover story entitled "Can Google
Solve Death?". Because the
magazine was TIME, and the
article was about Google, it was
not
controversial.
Today,
advanced biomedicine and
longevity is discussed regularly
in the mainstream press.

Evolution of the Longevity Financial Industry

Longevity
Venture
Capital Fund

AgeTech
Longevity
Bank

VC Fund focused
on longevity
startups, with
deep scientiﬁc
expertise in
geroscience

New generation
of a bank
focused on the
elderly, applying
a combination of
FinTech and care
solutions to
improve the
quality of life of
its clients

Longevity
Hedge Fund

Longevity
Trust

Hedge fund that
shorts risky and
scientiﬁcally
non-validated or
outdated life
sciences and
BioTech
companies

Trust optimized
to manage
clients’ wealth
and assets
across an
extended period
of Healthy
Longevity
adjusted to 100+
years of life
expectancy

Longevity
Stock
Exchange

Longevity
Composite
Index

Longevity
Index Fund

Specialized
longevity stock
exchange that
will form a
fully-ﬂedged,
multifarious
global Longevity
commercial
industry

Tied to the
capitalization of
a well-diversiﬁed
pool of Top-100
companies listed
on the Longevity
Stock Exchange

ETF fund
with a portfolio
constructed to
match and track
the Longevity
Composite
index

Forecasting on the Future of the Longevity Industry
Key points:
● Complexity makes forecasting a challenge.
● There is a previous positive track record of governments' successful
involvement in major projects.
● Due to the Longevity Industry's overwhelming complexity, new
approaches to benchmarking, analytics and forecasting are required.

Supercomplexity - Challenges and Issues
As all these changes progress, the number of points at which these
sectors intersect increases. This progress obviously will not be driven by
advances in a single technological domain or sector. Each of the
necessary breakthroughs will occur at an intersection of two, three or
more sectors. The overall size, complexity and market capitalization of
Longevity is set to dwarf all other industries, from real-estate to energy to
many, many others.
As a consequence, the challenges and opportunities that it poses to its participants and stakeholders will also grow. Its ongoing growth will eventually
reach an inﬂection point where many of the holders of the world’s wealth will recognize the opportunity in front of them, and understand that they have
the chance to participate in something uniquely proﬁtable that can deliver a greater beneﬁt to humanity than any other in history. Momentum will
multiply and the industry will experience a self-perpetuating growth.
This will attract manpower at an exponential rate. For various types of professionals, a working life outside this expansive industry will be
inconceivable. Longevity already attracts the best and brightest scientists and medical professionals working today, as it is at the forefront of
biotechnology and biomedicine. As the borders of Longevity expand to incorporate more of the above-mentioned sectors and related sectors, we will
see the most skilled entrepreneurs migrating to the Longevity sector.

Introduction to the Next Book - Longevity Industry 2.0
The completion of the book Longevity Industry 1.0 does not bring you to the end of the Longevity story, but
rather to its beginning. In Longevity Industry 1.0 we look at the factors involved in bringing us to this point.
The Longevity Industry 1.0 book is a summary of the current state of affairs and the forces at work, the
challenges and opportunities that have made the industrialization of Longevity a national priority for the
world’s most forward thinking and progressive governments.
The Longevity Industry 2.0 book will be focused on the state of the industry in the year 2025, and the
transformation of the global Longevity Industry from 1.0 to 2.0. It will take a deeper analytical, more
speciﬁed look at some of the mechanisms and practical techniques that would encompass a fully realized
Longevity Industry. This sequel will explore in detail how today’s Longevity start-ups will become tomorrow's
multitrillion dollar corporations; how AI will guide preventive medicine and how human health and vitality will
be transformed in a still unimagined way.
It will also discuss the important role that Longevity-focused MegaHubs will play as well as painting a
detailed and knowledge-rich picture of the full scope and scale of the global potential of the Longevity
Industry, as BioTech and current Healthcare models are disrupted by AI driven preventive medicine and
novel InvestTech solutions. If Longevity Industry 1.0 explains how we got to this point, 2.0 will give a
detailed map of where we will be by the year 2025, and the hows and whys of the processes involved in
every sector, from the practical applications and processes of precision medicine to a more detailed
analysis of de-risking strategies for Longevity investment. In short, Longevity Industry 1.0 has brought us to
the birth of not just a new asset class, but also, in its novel approaches, a new knowledge class. In Longevity
Industry 2.0, we will explore this deeper realm of knowledge to its fullest extent.

Longevity Industry 2.0
2020-2025: DeepTech Engineering The
Accelerated Trajectory of Human Longevity:
The Blueprint and Pathway from 1.0 to 2.0

●
●
●
●
●

Global Industrialization of Longevity to Scale
The Evolution from Longevity Start-ups to Multitrillion Dollar Longevity Corporations
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